Fabricator

ScotWeave Fabricator is a new product in CAD, which analyses dobby woven fabric samples
and produces the construction details, in electronic data format, for that sample. Fabricator
can be used to convert your fabric archive to computer data format or to analyse single fabric
samples as required.

Fabricator uses a standard Windows®-compatible scanner to scan the dobby fabric and create a high
resolution image in memory for subsequent processing. Place the fabric on the scanner table then scan
the fabric. Once scanned, the fabric image will be displayed on the screen and you can check and adjust
the alignment of the image to ensure best possible result.

Scanning

Fabric Analysis

Fabricator uses complex mathematical algorithms, devised at ScotWeave, to analyse the fabric and to
recognise thread sequences in the fabric. This process is fully automatic and requires no input from the
user. Once a fabric has been analysed, Fabricator will generate warp and weft pattern sequences, end
and pick density (setting) values and even suggest a weave structure for the fabric. Some basic pattern
and weave edit tools are provided if any fine adjustments of the analysed fabric are required.
The fabric analysis information generated by Fabricator can be displayed on the screen and printed out
in the form of a basic loomcard. The loomcard option gives basic production instructions, which can be
used to recreate the fabric.

Output

Link to Dobby

Special Features

Fabricator can be used as a standalone product with only printed loomcard output or it can be linked to
the ScotWeave Dobby Designer program so that fabrics analysed by Fabricator can be passed
electronically into Dobby Designer and then simulated on the screen. Once the design has been captured
by Dobby Designer, it is exactly the same as any other design file and can be stored, printed, and modified
as required.
Uses a standard Windows®-compatible scanner – no special hardware required
Fully automatic operation
Output of production details to loomcard
Import fabric details into ScotWeave Dobby Designer

Traditional method of fabric analysis

Step 1: Scan the fabric

Step 3: Fabricator produces a basic loomcard

Step 2: Fabricator analyses the construction

Step 4: When linked with Dobby Designer, the
fabric can be simulated on screen

For the latest information visit our website at www.ScotWeave.com

Other ScotWeave Products

ScotWeave is the most comprehensive CAD-CAM tool for woven textile design currently
available. Using an intuitive visual design approach ScotWeave is simple to use, quick to learn,
and produces stunning results on screen, on printer and direct to loom. ScotWeave software
runs under all current versions of Microsoft Windows®, uses industry standard computer
hardware, and any Windows®-compatible colour printer, scanner or other hardware.

Dobby Designer

ScotWeave Dobby Designer is extremely versatile in its approach to design creation and in its capabilities. It
can be used to create virtually any type of dobby fabric and has applications in menswear, ladieswear, upholstery,
accessories, automotive fabrics and even technical fabric design. The ease of use and advanced Weave 3D
feature (which allows you to move around a weave structure) also make it very useful for educational purposes.
The correct application of ScotWeave Dobby Designer will reduce design time, reduce sampling time, increase
design output and increase productivity by eliminating construction errors and costly, ineffective production
samples.

Jacquard Designer

ScotWeave Jacquard Designer provides the complete solution for jacquard design - from artwork, through
weave selection and editing, to the creation of loom disks or card cutting data. Jacquard Designer uses the
same design and operation principles as Dobby Designer - it is simple and fast to use yet extremely versatile
and technically accurate.

Velvet

ScotWeave Velvet Designer products provide the complete solution for face to face woven velvet fabric
design with colour pattern, layouts on screen and colour printout simulations, including “cut out” designs and
full production specifications.
Dobby Velvet Designer has multi-beam, multi-tension yarn capabilities. A cross-sectional view allows easy
creation of pile travel, or draw the fabric motif required and let ScotWeave generate the peg/chain plan. Use
Jacquard Velvet Designer to create velvet jacquard fabrics from artwork to loom disk. Includes full weave
editing (hole finding) features.

Drape

ScotWeave Drape is a three-dimensional visualization tool that allows you to see ScotWeave fabrics
realistically draped over images of garments and other real-life objects. The fabrics will follow the contours
of the 3D objects and retain the shading of the objects.
Combined with the ScotWeave Presentation Program for storyboard layout, it is the ideal way to show
customers simulated swatches of fabrics and their intended end use.

ScotCom

The ScotWeave ScotCom product offers a range of internet solutions, which allow you to communicate
design data over the web. You can create databases of design collections on the web for the sole use of
sales agents or customers, or simply use the web as a quick and low-cost method of transferring design
data between different sites.

Software Support

Software support is a high priority at ScotWeave, and we believe our support is second to none. All
ScotWeave software products are fully supported (i.e. we can add new features, change existing features,
provide full problem solving and bug fixing). For details visit www.scotweave.com/customer.html

How to contact ScotWeave
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Email: info@ScotWeave.com
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+44 (0)1896 751 006

Web:

www.ScotWeave.com

